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REPORT
OF THE

PRESIDENT OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

To

the Trustees
I

and Overseers of Bowdoin College

have the honor to submit the following report for the

academic year 1896-97

Henry

:

Ingalls, Esq., died

on the tenth of December, 1896,

Mr. Ingalls was a graduate of the college in the Class of 1841, and had been a member
of the Board of Overseers since 1892.
He was always a devoted
friend of the college
and since his election to the Board of Overseers he has been a constant attendant upon its meetings, and a
most welcome guest at the social occasions connected with Commencement. Mr. Ingalls combined in a rare degree the ability
and willingness to apply himself to perplexing details of modern
business and professional life, with the charming manners and
conservative judgment of a gentleman of the old school.
At the
time of his death he was a member of the Visiting Committee.
in the seventy-eighth year of his age.

;

Bequests.

The

decision of the

rendered

May

Supreme Court of

the United

24, 1897, by which the appeal of

States,

James P. Merritt

and others from the judgment of the Federal Court

for

the

Northern District of California was dismissed, brings to a close
the litigation which has been protracted since the death of Mrs.

Catherine

M. Garcelon

in

December, 1891

;

estate can be settled, will bring to the college

of which

is

to

Medical School.

and as soon as the
$400,000, one-half

be devoted to the college and one-half to the
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The

New

decision of the Court of Appeals of the State of

York, rendered January 19, 1897, affirming the judgment of the
lower court in the Fayer weather case, gives to the twenty colleges

named

in the ninth article of the will of

which Bowdoin College

among them

divided

College, after

Other

one, the

is

sum

have been brought since

suits

but they are not regarded by those

of $3,000,000, to be

This will give to Bowdoin

in equal shares.

expenses are paid, a

all

Mr. Fayerweather, of

sum

of nearly $150,000.

this decision

who have

was rendered,

the matter in charge

the settlement of the estate.

more serious than possible delay in
The onlv formidable grounds of

objection to

of the

as likely to occasion anything

the

distribution

money among

were disposed of by the decision of the Court of Appeals.

colleges

These contests have been conducted with great

by the Finance Committee

devotion

Under

their able

management every

favor of the college
to these

the twenty

;

and

ability

General

and

Hubbard.

decision thus far has been in

and the college owes a great debt of gratitude

gentlemen who have so generously given their time and

talents to the

management of

these important interests.

Crosby S. Noyes, Esq., editor of the Washington Evening
Star, has given to the college the

$1,000

is

to

sum

found the Noyes Political

awarded annually
$4,000

is

aid of

deserving

Economy

to the best scholar in political

to establish the

Of

of $5,000.

this

sum,

Prize, to be

economy

;

and

Crosby Stuart Noyes. Scholarships

students of

slender means, preference

in

being

given to natives and residents of Minot, Me.

In accordance with the

will of the late

W. W. Thomas

Portland the college has received $5,000 to found
"in aid of students

who

are unable to

are worthy and of good repute.

and
is

in

no case for the benefit of

pay

of

five scholarships

for their education, but

The income only is to be used,
any one who uses intoxicants or

not a believer in the Christian religion."

From

the

estate

of the

late

Joseph Walker, through the

Hon. James P. Baxter, Hon. Seth L.
Larrabee, and John H. Fogg, the college has received securities
trustees

of the estate,

BEQUESTS

O

of a market value of $5,000, to be used for the purposes of the
library.

In accordance with the will of the

Henry T. Cheever of

late

Worcester, Mass., the college has received,

in addition to a valuable

and pamphlets, the sum of $500, "the income
be annually divided by the President between such two

collection of books

thereof to

meritorious scholars of the

who

choose or approve,
tobacco for one

full

Freshman Class

shall

year, and

as the President

may

have abstained from the use of

who

shall

be pledged to life-long

abstinence from smoking and drinking."

In accordance with the will of the
the

college

late

Charles E. Allen, Esq.,

has received, in addition to a valuable portrait by

Smibert, a residuary interest in his estate, which becomes available
after the expiration of

relative of

an annuity

in trust for the

benefit of a

Mr. Allen.

In accordance with the

will of the late

Bangor, the college has received $500

to

George F. Godfrey of
be added to the Henry

Prentiss Godfrey fund for providing medical supervision of the

and medical attendance

college

for

students

who may

be sick

while in college.

In accordance with the will of the

late

Mrs. Eliza H. Jaques,

daughter of Hon. John P. Hale, the college will receive $1,500
rf

to be

added

to the

same amount bequeathed by her mother

John P. Hale scholarship,
his Alma Mater."

the foundation of the
father's affection for

in

memory

for

of her

The Medical School.
The

present connection between the Governing- Boards and

the Medical School

administering
relations

is little

its affairs is

more than nominal

;

and the mode of

primitive in the extreme.

The

and methods are those which tradition has handed down

from a time when such relations and methods prevailed
sional schools throughout the country.

erable

existing

endowment of

in profes-

The prospect of

a consid-

near future,

and the

the school in the

increasing need of material equipments for the proper study of
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come

medicine, indicate that the time has

Medical

tor placing the

School in closer relations with the Governing Boards, and administering its finances in a

more impersonal method.

I offer the following recommendations
First
for

That vacancies

:

appropriations,

:

in the chairs of instruction, requests

proposed changes in the requirements for

admission or course of study, and

all

other matters requiring the

action of the Boards, be presented to the Visiting

Committee

meeting two weeks before Commencement.

their annual

will enable the affairs of the

careful attention that
It will

Accordingly

is

now

Medical School
given to the

interests in the matters

same

affairs of the college.

result

appointments and appropriations made by persons
fail to

This

to receive the

remove the obvious disadvantages which

nature of the case cannot

at

have more or

from having

who

less direct

on which they are called

in

the

personal

to take official

action.

Second

:

That

all

funds of the school

be received by the

Treasurer of the College, and paid out by him under specific
appropriations

Third
report to

made by

the Boards.

That a special committee be appointed to prepare and
the Boards in 1898, a plan for such a reorganization of
:

the relations between the

School and the Boards, including a

schedule of salaries and regular appropriations.

The Experiment

A

in Individual Instruction.

slight appropriation for the

contribution by a

member

department of Greek, and a

of the Board of Trustees for the depart-

ment of Latin, has enabled us to make a beginning in the experiment more fully outlined in my last report. The results of this
experiment

in detail will be

of those departments.
in

both cases

found

In general

have abundantly

and encouragement

it

connection with the reports

may

be said that the results

justified the

much more than repaid the cost of
no money which brings so large
inspiration,

in

expectations,

their maintenance.

and

There

is

a return in personal benefit,

to the student as this

which comes

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

i

by personal contact with a sympathetic instructor
who has the time and talent for meeting his individual needs and
awakening his individual ambition. I earnestly hope that a modest
to

him

directly

may

appropriation

made which

be

will enable

method of instruction at
ments of ancient and modern languages.
benefits of this

us to give the

least in all

our depart-

Honors.
The

college has long felt the need of

some method by which

marked ability may be recognized, stimulated,
Our present requirements treat all
encouraged, and developed.
alike, and tend to produce that most fatal foe of the small college,
students

of

Our

contentment with mediocrity.

best students find the average

requirement too easy, and have no adequate stimulus to do their

They

best.

tempted

are

to accept

the

which, just

standards

because they are high enough for the average, are too low for

them

;

and we are

choice students

As

in serious

danger of doing great wrong

who should be our

to those

concern.

first

a corrective of these evils, as a natural reward of excel-

lence, as a stimulus to increased effort, I propose the following

plan

:

Any

student

who

shall

have received a rank of

a scale of 8 in each study of each term of the
shall

7 or over

on

two years

first

be eligible on the basis of general rank for honors in depart-

ments which
student

who

honor courses

offer

shall

in the

honors

the Senior year.
this basis of

in

and any

first

three years shall be

departments which offer honor courses in

Lists of persons

who

are eligible for honors on

general scholarship, shall be published at the end of

each college year.

A

student

basis of general scholarship
least a year's

;

have received a rank of 7 or over on a scale of

8 in each study of each term of the
eligible for

Junior year

work and

term in the department
assigned extra

work

who

and

is

eligible for

in addition shall

honors on the

have done

at

attained a rank of 7.5 or over for each
in

which he seeks an honor,

shall

be

in connection with a regular course offered
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by that department

;

and

he shall attain a rank of

in case

the scale of 8 for each term of the year in

studies,

all

on

7

and a rank

of 7.5 on a scale of 8 for each term in the department in which

he

taking an honor course, and shall present in note-book,

is

thesis,

or examination,

results

work of

of this extra

a grade

equivalent to a rank of 7.5 on a scale of 8, he shall receive an

honor in that department and

name

his

on the

shall be printed

Commencement programme as the recipient of an honor in that
department.
Honor courses shall be offered in the Junior or
Senior years, according to the nature of the subject

and no

;

student shall take more than one honor course in the same year.

The advantages

natural reward for good

One

work

is

personal contact and influence of

The

can

which

free

is

right to this

its

give

students

from

all

taint of favoritism

more intimate

on a

for this

and

partiality.

relation with a professor,

and

this

not something given by the professor, but

work,

something

be earned by the student.

is

the

is

professors in frequent and

freer kind of
to

its

The proposed plan provides

familiar intercourse.

The

obvious.

opportunity to do better work.

of the best things a college

basis

many and

of this plan are

for university scholarships

In making application

and fellowships, the

work which the applicant has done
some cases is a determining factor.

is

ability to present

of great assistance, and in

Students

who should

avail

themselves of the plan here proposed would have such work to
offer,

and would stand a much better chance of securing these

scholarships and fellowships than they do at present.
ability to

successful

send

five or ten

work

than anything

in

else,

per cent, of

the universities

is

its

And

the

best graduates on into

what

in these days,

more

determines the relative academic standing of a

college.
It is the

custom of Bowdoin College never

to

permit a year to

pass without some earnest attempt to improve the education which
it

gives.

I suggest this change, together with a continuance of

begun last
which the improvement of the

the plans for individual instruction in the lower classes
year, as the particular points at

HONORS
1897 can best be made.

college for

tional advance,

»

In these days of rapid educa-

no institution can afford

to stand

Bowdoin

still.

College makes no effort whatsoever, either by low requirements,

by money inducements,
or by advertisement in any

or by easy conditions of admission, or
or

by

direct or indirect solicitation,

form, to increase the number of
is

upon the thoroughness and

is

legitimate

is

room

for the largest

instruction

is

extend the

Greek

And

improvement

spirit

freedom and progres-

On these

offers.

beneficial.

Its sole reliance

lines competi-

the point at which there

in the traditional

This

is

methods of

secured in

all

the

by the laboratory method and the problem is to
of that method to literary and humanistic studies.
;

beginning in

slight

it

in increased individuality.

scientific courses

A

and

students.

efficiency, the

siveness of the education which
tion

its

this direction

has been

made

Latin and

in

and English composition

at the beginning, in rhetoric

in

the middle, and in ethics at the end of the course, with gratifying
If

results.

Bowdoin College can be made an

the individual receives a

maximum

where individuals of exceptional

institution

where

of individual instruction, and

and industry receive
exceptional opportunity and encouragement, it will have a claim
patronage peculiarly

to public

its

ability

own, and may contribute some-

thing of value to the cause of educational development.

The Course of Study.
The
means,
cisely

great end of a college, to which
is

the education of

what the college

is

its

students.

all

else

is

merely the

In order to show pre-

doing, each professor has been asked to

prepare a brief statement of his courses and the methods employed

;

and these reports from the several departments, together with the
reports of the director of the gymnasium, the curator of the
Walker Art Building, and the librarian, will occupy.the remainder
of this report.

Latin

:

Professor

W.

A. Houghton.

The Freshmen, during the first term, read selections from Livy,
chiefly from Books I. and XXL, and briefer ones from other

—
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In order to bring the class into greater uniformity of

books.

attainment, review work, covering especially verbal forms and

mood, was carried on during the larger part of
the term.
But although prominence was necessarily given to
grammar, the striking qualities of Livy's style formed the

the subjunctive

principal subject of discussion in the class-room, the endeavor

being to explain both Latin idiom and the essentials of literary

For practice in accurate quantitative pronunciation, a text
with marked vowels was used, and in oral reading of the Latin
to and by the class the aim was to cultivate a sympathetic perception of the meaning as it presented itself to a Roman mind.
The historical facts met with were assigned for investigation in
prose.

the form of questions on the Punic wars.

Reference works were

provided, and each student handed in written results.

Horace's Odes and Epodes were read during the second term.

The main purpose

in this part of the

work was

to enable the stu-

dent to appreciate Latin poetry as distinguished from prose.

and the forms of expression, such

diction

and

The

as order, construction

figure, especially characteristic of poetry,

were carefully pointed

upon

as of vital importance

Drill in the metres

out.

was

insisted

to the rhythmical

and expressive reading of the

means of gaining

direct insight into the spirit, color,

quality of the author's

own language.

—

the only

and

literary

text,

Translation, both oral and

was criticised with reference to accuracy, idiom, and
grace, and specimen renderings, designed to reproduce something
of the tone and manner of the original, were frequently given by

written,

the instructor.

The average
the author,
results

is

off-hand, oral rendering, often a

responsible for

of classical

"fitting aptest

words

study.

of the dissatisfaction with the
cultivation

of a readiness in

to things," of a feeling for true literature

—

is

hindered rather than helped by

methods of translation.

Thoroughly careful methods,

a cardinal end of such study
careless

much
The

mere travesty of

however, when applied to large classes, consume an impracticable

amount of time.

Through the

efficient

assistance of

Mr. A. S.

'

11

LATIN
Dyer, whose report appears herewith,

and

tion

this feature of the instruc-

another important feature, that of widening the

also

student's view through the study of matters of mythology, biog-

raphy, history, and literary criticism, presented in Horace, have

been carried further

this

year than

lias

hitherto been possible.

In connection with class-room work, a manual of
literature,

subject,

which

is

Roman

intended to give a clear outline of the whole

was assigned

in four parts, of

about thirty pages each, for

four written examinations.

During the

Instead, that

continued.
extracts

third term the

method adopted

is,

last

year has been

of reading a single author, brief

from many authors have been studied, embracing the

Thus the work of the previous
term in the history of the literature was supplemented with specimens, thereby giving a general knowledge especially desirable for
the majority who drop Latin at the end of Freshman year.
whole period of the

literature.

Special attention has been paid to sight reading, which, while not
to be neglected at

any stage of the study, can be most profitably

taken up comparatively
"

De

Senectute

'

late.

Composition based upon Cicero

has also formed a part of the term's work, as

explained in Mr. Dyer's report.

The Sophomores who
class, spent the first

elected Latin, about one-fifth of the

term on

Roman comedy.

"

The

Adelphi

" of

f

Phormio " of
Terence and the " Menaechmi " of Plautus were read more rapidly.
A fourth play, the " Hauton Timoroumenos of Terence, was

Terence was read and reviewed, after which the
:

The appre-

assigned for outside reading, subject to examination.
ciation of colloquial Latin

and the rendering of

spirited colloquial English,

were the chief ends sought.

it

into equally

Consid-

was given to comic prosody, archaic forms and constructions, and to the characteristics of the two comic writers.
Horace's Satires and Epistles, for which a knowledge of
erable time

comedy has been found

to

be a necessary preparation, were taken

up during the second term.

Those not

of time,

were translated

in

the

class-room,

fully discussed, for lack

in

class

by the

REPORT OF PRESIDENT
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and included

instructor or assigned for private reading

Practically the whole of Horace, therefore,

examinations.

by the

man

elective student

In

year.

in

—

the

this later

Odes and Epodes coming

study, the student

is

the

read

in Fresh-

led to trace for

is

himself and state the author's course of thought, his personal

and
and

literary traits, his ideas concerning morals, politics, literature

and so

society,

Roman

life in

the

Augustan age.

Romans was

the

to form, if possible,

assigned for

a clear conception of

A

manual on the private life of
written examinations, and written

analyses of satires and epistles were required.

During the third term similar work is done upon the satirists
of the Silver Age, Juvenal and Persius, or Martial, with a. view
to gaining a knowledge of the material, intellectual, and moral
condition of the early empire.
also

the

monographs on
first

Outside Latin reading

required,

topics, either literary or historical, relating to

century.

In the

first

two years, rank

is

estimated from written tests and

examinations combined with the daily showing
student.

is

About

made by each

one-third of each term examination consists of

sight translation.

Juniors and Seniors electing Latin, pursue the course together

during the

first

term.

Different courses are given in different

years, the preferences of students being considered

As

the choice.

somewhat

in

these courses are intended to prepare for but

not to take the place of special university work in philology, the
student

still

concerns himself principally with reading, both to

broaden his knowledge of the literature and especially to increase
his facility in dealing directly

lating.
in

with Latin as Latin, without trans-

Considerable amounts of text are therefore covered, both

the interviews

Proficiency

is

with the instructor

tested mainly

and

in

private

by written work on special

reading.

topics.

course given during the present year was based on the

The

first six

These were read together with
the Greek historian Dion's account of the Emperor Tiberius and

books of the Annals of Tacitus.

the corresponding part of Velleius Paterculus

;

English, French,

13

LATIN

and German works concerning the same periods were freely consulted, and the results of the term's study were presented in a

monograph upon

creditable

the Character

and Administration of

In other recent years similar courses have been given

Tiberius.

Lucretius, or in Latin writing combined with

in

Orator e," Book

The young

f

De

I.

who

college graduate

instructor in a preparatory school,

is

In some cases he

for such work.

takes a position as classical

often insufficiently equipped

may

not have looked into a

Freshman year, and
may have been scanty. Such as he,

or Latin writer since the end of his

Greek

attainment at

his

Cicero

best

its

however, are to be the teachers of future candidates for admission

Obviously

to college.

a matter of self-interest to the college

it is

power to relieve this difficulty until the demand
a regular post-graduate normal training in
for the true remedy
shall become too urgent to be ignored.
preparatory work

to

do

all in

its

—
—

To meet

•

need, a "Teachers' Class," composed of those

this

expecting to teach Latin and Greek, has been formed annually
for several years,

and was held

during the winter term.

and

general

efficiency

this

year as an extra Senior option

The aims and methods of

considerations

were dwelt upon

tending

the

to

classical

classical

in a series of familiar talks

ation, hidden quantity, scansion, adequate translation

;

study

teacher's

pronunci-

and thought

and various practical

analysis, also text-books, reference works,

questions were discussed in connection with the study of parts of

Cicero and Vergil regarded from the teacher's point of view.

Lack of time and

the pressure of other

w ork upon
T

the student

have always interfered somewhat with the progress of

The importance of
instructor

a

week

.

demands

that the time of both

and student should be so adjusted as

for at least

to allow four hours

Permanent assistance in Latin would
time, and then the teachers' course might be

one term.

free the instructor's

made

the subject

this class.

a full elective.

Since the beginning of the winter term the Latin department

has been strengthened by the services of an assistant.

The time

.

REPORT OF PRESIDENT
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given to his

week.

to

that

of the

professor,

Freshmen, an additional hour of Latin per
has really amounted to more than this, as, in order

giving

thus

work has been added

It

the

scheme contemplated, the

to carry out the

four or five

men

assistant has

met only

two regular divisions
There can be no question that the

at each exercise, while the

each number about thirty.

experiment has proved eminently successful, and
be hoped that the present plan

may

it is

earnestly to

be permanently continued and

enlarged

Individual Instruction in Latin: Mr. A.

S.

Dyer.

In accordance with the plan for a greater amount of instruction to the individual, as outlined
for

by the President

in his report

1895—96, a beginning was made with the Freshmen

at the

in

Latin

opening of the winter term in January, 1897.

The class of fifty-six students was divided into groups of four
men and each group spent one hour weekly with the tutor.
The work of these meetings consisted largely in a careful review
;

of portions of the previous week's regular class reading in the

With

Odes of Horace.

the idea of encouraging

independent

was assigned beforehand to each man.
He was expected not only to gain a knowledge of the meter and
to make a careful and correct translation of that passage, but
also to explain mythological and historical allusions and to answer
questions thereon put by other members of his group or by the
investigation, a passage

tutor.

He was

furthermore urged to find out, so far as he could,

the social, political, or personal influences moulding the form or

thought of the ode
in

;

to give his opinion as to its poetic qualities

method, sound, and sense

seemed possible between

its

;

and

to

make such connection

subject-matter and the

life

as

or literature

of the present day.

Occasionally different metrical versions of favorite odes from

two or three of the various translations of Horace were read for
comparison with each other and with the original.

was asked

to express fully his personal preference

Each student
and the reason

15

LATIN

of his preference for this or that rendering, to point out excellencies and inadequacies, and to look into the Latin for the more

and

delicate shades

finer artistic

touches that might be lost in

the process of change to another language.

time to time lines of reading were proposed in history,

From

biography, poetry, or

having a bearing upon the study in hand.

as

definitely cited

and books and parts of books were

fiction,

Frequent mention also was made of such paintings and casts in

Walker Art Building as furnished illustration of classical
Toward the end of the term papers upon various topics
subjects.

the

connected with the

For

cussed.

this

and times of Horace were read and dispurpose specific references to volumes on the
life

reserved shelves and elsewhere were given to each student

;

so

was

that a practical use of the valuable resources of the library

not only suggested but to some degree enforced.

The work of

the spring term has been in Latin composition
style as exemplified in Cicero's "

and the study of prose
tute."

De

Senec-

In these exercises constant use has been made of the

The

blackboard.

opportunity for the
the other

number

small

critical

members of

his

at

examination of each man's work by
group, for the careful comparison of

different renderings, for the discussion of
illustration of

Although

demands

meetings has given

these

synonymes, and

for the

important points in literary expression.
this

in the

supplementary scheme has involved additional

way

of attendance and preparation, the students

generally have kept their performance up to a creditable standard.

They have manifested, and

in

many

cases expressed, a considerable

degree of interest and sympathy in the

new

departure.

To

instructor the personal intercourse in meetings of this sort,

informal than those of the class-room,

improving methods of work, for awakening wider
for

suggesting lines of future study.

to offer matter differing
class

work

;

but

its

much from

more

has given chances for

and smoothing the obstacles peculiar

discovering

the

to

each, for

interest,

and

The plan has not sought

that presented in the regular

aim has been rather

to

insure the mental
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grasp and intellectual assimilation of such matter, by adapting
it,

through any available expedient, to the needs and capacities

of the individual student.

Greek
For the

:

last ten

Professor F. E. Woodruff.
years the

work of

the

Greek department has

been kept within the same general lines, but in details each year

For Seniors and Juniors
course in Greek (two hours

brings changes of more or less importance.

our curriculum provides an elective half

per week instead of four), but for three years

arrangement, a

full

past,

by

special

course of four hours has been o-iven in the

winter and spring terms, instead of a half course throughout the

This change meets the approval both of the instructor and

year.

As

the students.

Seniors and Juniors recite together, two courses

have been laid out which are given in alternate years.
of the year

now

closing has been in the drama.

The

The work
plays read

are Euripides's Alcestis, Sophocles's Antigone, and the Clouds of

Aristophanes.

Besides the translation and interpretation of these

dramas, essays have been written on one of the following subjects

"A

:

Greek and Modern Tragedy," and The
The class
Socrates of Plato, Xenophon, and Aristophanes."
numbered five men, four Seniors and one Junior. The course
Comparison of

which

will

be pursued

next year consists

of

selections

from

Herodotus, Thucydides, and Demosthenes or Plato.

For the Sophomores, Greek is an elective four-hour course
throughout the year.
There were five in the class in the fall,
Four plays have been
seven in the winter, and six in the spring.
studied, the Alcestis and Bacchrc of Euripides, Sophocles's
(Edipus Tyrannus, and the Frogs of Aristophanes. While work on
the text has been the chief thing, some time has been used in
tracing out the development of Greek tragedy, and essays have
been written on the characteristics of the Greek as distinguished
from the modern stage.
The required work with the Freshmen comprises the reading
of

easy

prose

(with exercises in

translation

into

Greek), of

GKEEK
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Homer's Odyssey, and the Gospel of Mark.
read Lysias's oration against Eratosthenes and

selected portions of

Last

fall

some of

the class

his shorter speeches

;

books of the

in the winter three

Homer

Odyssey, in connection with which Jebb's Introduction to

was used

as a

hand-book on the

in the spring the greater part of the

term considerable time
political, religious,

and

is

Gospel of Mark.

;

In the

and
last

devoted to essays and discussions on the

and educational

social life of the

of the Gospel

is

of the Homeric epoch

life

Jews

and the private

institutions,

The reading

in the time of Christ.

reckoned as one-half of the work of the term.

Individual Instruction in Greek.

made

priation of the Boards,

recommendation

in his last

—Through

a special appro-

Hyde's

in response to President

annual report, Mr. A. S. Harriman,

work with

of the graduating class, was employed to assist in the

Freshmen for the greater part of the fall and winter terms.
It was not the purpose of this new departure to relieve the
permanent instructor of any work hitherto done, but rather to
supplement the teaching of the class-room and make it more
the

effective

by meeting the students singly or

in

small groups for

During Mr. Harriinan's term of
service he met each member of the class once a week to explain
in detail the faults of the written work previously passed in.
This written work consisted of exercises in Greek composition,
based on the orations of Lysias, which the class read of transindividual help and criticism.

;

lations of selected passages of Lysias

and Homer

;

of summaries

of the contents of certain books of the Odyssey, and of essays

upon

topics closely connected with the

This personal method,
it

might be

this

work of

hand-to-hand grapple with individuals,

called, does for the student

what the instructor

regular recitations with divisions of thirty

The

the class-room.

men

is

unable to do.

the force of

the criticisms

made

to

see

passed upon his work, there

is

time enough to answer

individual can be

questions he

may wish

and remove the
block his way.

to ask,

special

and the instructor can

difficulties

in the

all

the

ferret out

and misconceptions which

This method soon produces greater accuracy in
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insight

enjoyment of the work, and
is

it

leads

meaning of the authors read and

the

into

and constructions,

forms

handling of

the

it

work of

possible in the oral

greater

to

higher degree than

the class-room to improve the stu-

mother tongue.

dent's use of his

much

tends in

clearer

to

In proportion to

the small

amount of time employed, the results of this new method are
thoroughly satisfactory.
Although this experiment has been
on a small

tried only

to

its

and

virtue,

it

scale for a brief period,

no doubt remains as

would be unwise and discouraging

to

drop

back into the old way after the path to greater efficiency has

been blazed

;

therefore the hope

earnestly expressed that the

is

Boards, by a larger appropriation, will make

on

this

work with

work of

A

it

possible to carry

individuals in connection with all the required

the department.

few of the most useful books of reference have recently

been put into the class-room, where they are often needed
course
gives

of

a

This plan

recitation.

explain the value

to

proper use of particular books, and to

assist the

Such an introduction

quest for information.

the best

tools are

can

and

to the best helps

A depart-

mental library, well stocked with books, maps, and other

if

it

student in his

tends to increase the usefulness of the college library.

tive material,

the

encourages research, for

opportunity

the instructor the

in

illustra-

a necessary adjunct to a classical recitation room,

is

work

is

to

be done.

A

workshop, where the necessary

always at hand, and where,

feel sure of

all

at stated times, the student

needed assistance,

is

a strong incentive

to

Only the first step toward such an equipment has been
taken, and every year ought to record progress.
work.

Mathematics

Professor

:

W.

A. Moody.

Algebra, geometry, and trigonometry are the required subjects
during Freshman year.

The

first

term begins with a review of

some portions of the algebra included
admission.

This review

is

in the

requirements for

continued neither for any fixed period

nor over any definite part of the text, but

is

determined by the

MATHEMATICS
apparent needs of the entering
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Time

class.

is

thus well spent,

not only in renewing familiarity with the elementary portions of
the algebra, but in accustoming our students,

coming

as they do

from schools of widely-differing degrees of excellence,

The main work of

methods of college work.
tion to

its

disciplinary purpose,

is

as will be necessary to his

further course in mathematics or helpful to

An

this term, in addi-

intended to give the student a

knowledge of such algebraic processes
other departments.

the

to

him

in electives of

examination just before the Thanksgiving

During the remainder of
the term the student is taught the theory of logarithms and the
use of four-place tables in solving problems coming within the
limits of his previous studies.
About eight weeks of the winter
term are devoted to solid geometry.
Here also, at first, time
must be given to the elimination of improper methods of study
and to developing ability to follow simple geometric reasoning.
recess closes this section of the work.

Of

the students entering college there

cent,

who have no

a surprisingly large per

other conception of geometry than that of a

be learned and recited word for word and letter

series of lessons to

for letter.

is

In the limited time

at our disposal the student can

be

given only a fairly complete course in the Euclidean geometry.

Any knowledge
must obtain,

if

modern methods

of

he desires

it,

in elementary

geometry he

outside the prescribed work.

The

proposal to place solid geometry in the requirement for admission
has been discussed by a conference of teachers from the

England

The main arguments

colleges.

are that the subject

would be

such a step

in favor of

better treated as a

whole

New

in the fitting

schools instead of being taken, as at present, half in the prepar-

atory and half in the college curriculum, and that the time thus

gained could be given to branches of the subject which cannot

now be
the

offered.

A

majority of the colleges represented were of

opinion, however, that, with

secondary schools

and the

teaching in some of them,

ordinary geometry entirely

the

indifferent

present

pressure on the

methods of geometrical

would be undesirable
from college instruction.
it

to

remove
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In conformity with the custom of most

spherical

colleges,

With

trigonometry has been dropped from the required course.
the use of logarithms gained in the

remainder of the year a thorough

in the

term, the class can take

first

in plane trigronom-

drill

etry through the solution of triangles, with

many

amount of analytic trigonometry.
Four hours a week for the college year

and

applications,

a reasonable

which

mathematics

is

Freshman year

offer

extra

class.

who have taken them

and

this

courses in

in allied subjects to those

twenty per cent, of each
those

inclination

There has been a demand

class.

time in

low average of

To meet

unfortunate.

been attempted to

a

to

on those who have

result

scant

difficulty

it

has

it

pursued by the whole

from ten or

effect of these

on

studies

has been stimulating in their attitude
the

in

has been impossible to offer these extras in every

term without neglecting to a greater or

A

of the larger portion of the class.

amount of mathematics

the

for

mathematics during

for such optionals

The

ability.

aptitude

towards the required work, but with only one instructor

department

The

of the subjects indicated.

to present the elements

grade of work must be adjusted

The

is

offered,

less

degree the instruction

demand

for extension of

which can only be met by

another teacher in the department, seems to be one that cannot
wisely be disregarded.

About twenty per cent, of the class usually elect the Sophomore
At the opening of the present year thirteen men
mathematics.
began the

and seven

Analytic geometry

term.
class

elective,

is

given a thorough

is

will

go through

the subject

drill in the

to the

end of

taken up.

first

this

The

elementarv treatment of the

conic section and discussion of the general equation of the second

degree, concluding with a brief examination of curves of higher

order and geometry of space.
differential

calculus

is

For

the second and third terms

studied, together with

such processes of

integration as enable the student to see the value of this branch
in

analysis

now

and

in

applied

mathematics.

Integral

reserved for one subject of the two year's

work

calculus

is

offered to

MATHEMATICS
Seniors and Juniors.

chosen

This year

five

21

Juniors and one Senior have

The appointment of an undergraduate
our Freshman work has only rendered this elective

mathematics.

assistant in

possible, and, as

now

arranged,

it

must

consist of

two courses

given in alternate years, so that both Seniors and Juniors

form one
needed.

It

both the

may

Here, again, increase

class.
is felt

the

our graduates

With

is

than of two portions, either of which

Within the

other.

who have taken

last

few years several of

these electives have pursued with

and the college, post-graduate courses

credit to themselves

where.

in the teaching force

that the elective should be progressive through

last years, rather

precede

may

else-

a regular assistant, the department would be enabled

and prepare our mathematical students

better to stimulate

to

undertake university work.

French

:

Professor Henry Johnson.

The class-room work done by the Freshmen throughout the
year has been that of making and hearing French sentences.
In
preparation for this,

Grammar

Whitney's Complete

has been

worked through, followed by Grandgent's "Materials for
French Composition," Parts III. and IV., based on Daudet's "La
Derniere Classe" and "Le Siege de Berlin." As most Freshmen
carefully

begin the study of

age when their vocal organs have already
flexibility as far as

spoken language,

this, their first foreign,

adaptation to

lost, in

new sounds

concerned, the work of instruction in the

almost

entirely with each

utterance.

individual's

his vocabulary

somewhat

I have

and Martin's "Moi" and

in

large part, their

first

year has to do

problem of hearing and

For

translate

only the

the sake of extending

had each member of the

translate, as outside reading, about

an

or sound-groups are

In the class-room the students

spoken sentence, never the printed.

at

two hundred pages

in

class

Labiche

Erckmann-Chatrian's "Le Conscrit

de 1813."

The instruction has to be personal to such a degree that it is
much to be desired that more attention be given to each individual's
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written work, a labor which could advantageously be done by an
assistant, as

is

now

Freshman year.
The second
taken by about

the case with the other three courses of the

work

year's

in

French

those of the

translation

and the

elective,

and has been

The

per cent, of the Sophomore Class.

fifty

course extends through the year, and
tinuing

is

Freshman

is

year.

conducted on lines conIn the class-room

the

literary study of the principal authors of the

nineteenth century have been pursued.
Franc, ais," with extended selections

Crane's

"Le Romantisme

from Hugo, Musset, Sand,

Balzac, Merimee, Gautier, and Ste. Beuve, and Melle's

''Con-

temporary Writers," dealing with the literary movements from the
appearance of Taine to about 1890, have been studied in the

Writing from dictation and translathw

class.

French from

hearing have been constant parts of the class-room work.
outside required reading, each
fifteen

member

of the class has read about

hundred pages from the following authors

Moliere, Racine,

La

As

:

Corneille,

Fontaine, Pascal, Boileau, Bossuet, Montes-

quieu, Voltaire, B. de St. Pierre, Chateaubriand, and Victor

Hugo.

ITALIAN.

In the winter and spring I have conducted an optional course
in

Dante.

The

class,

consisting of about twelve Seniors and

The

Juniors, met once each week.

object in view has been the

study of about fifteen hundred lines in selected cantos of the
'c

Diyine Comedy," as far as that could be accomplished by inter-

pretation of the original Italian, line by line.

I have conducted

similar courses at intervals in previous years,

and have always

found

in our students

more extended

Whenever

an appreciative interest

cultivation than

is

now

in

Dante worthy of

possible.

the resources of the college permit,

it is

greatly to

be desired that, with an increased teaching force, more attention

may

be given to the study of the great movements and authors in

modern foreign

literature.

.

'

'
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German: Professor George
The work

for the first

T. Files.

term of Sophomore year consists of

German grammar. The student is required
only to become familiar with German syntax, and to read
printed sentence, but also to recognize the same when spoken.
a careful study of

This elementary

modern German

drill is

prose.

work, great care

is

not
the

followed by two terms of reading in

In order to ensure greater interest in the

taken to select a text that

may

be interest-

ing and, at the same time, furnish the best example of idiomatic

German
During Junior year, German is elective. The year is chiefly
given to a careful and critical study of two or more of the German
classics;

this

year the class has read Schiller's

term) and Goethe's

(first

f

Faust

is

urged

value of the work, to appreciate

render

it

into appropriate

form

"

Wilhelm

Tell

(second and third terms).

:

In the study of these masterpieces, the student
great attention* to form, and

f

its

to

is

relieved of too

investigate the literary

power and beauty, and

to

in English.

Side by side with this critical study goes the practice of translating at sight

;

and during the year the students read about three

hundred (300) pages of standard German in this manner.
In order to meet the diversified interests of the members
of the class, they are separated into two divisions:
students

who

desire

greater

proficiency

in

the

(I.) those

language, and

hence propose to continue the study a third year; and (II.) the

remainder of the

class.

These divisions meet alternate Saturdays.
drilled in

work

the

German prose composition
German language becomes

of communication.

;

and

Division

at this

I.

is

stage of the

gradually the sole

medium

is

given lectures on the History

German Literature.
The Senior Elective Division is
ment.
The class originated some

the result of gradual develop-

Division II.

of

Seniors expressed a desire to

German.

still

four years ago,

when

a few

further pursue the study of

Since that time the number of applicants has continu-
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ally increased until

twelve

it is

for with the

:

method of

number would render

to that

number

necessary to limit the

now

instruction

in the class to

used, any addition

now

useless all the efforts

spent in

this class.

The method of

instruction

is

of a personal and familiar nature,

the sole object being to obtain as complete control of the language
as possible

under existing circumstances.

The members

of this class are required to write, weekly, long

German becomes

passages of connected discourse in German.
the

means of communication

member

of the class

time in German.

borne

in

mind

German, but

is

in class

and, to encourage this, each

;

required to speak each evening for a short

And yet,

at the

student

that the

same time, the
is

fact

constantly

not being taught to speak

rather to so familiarize himself with the idiom of

the language and the form of the sentence that

become

is

alive to his

mind and not remain,

as

it

German may

too often does, a

mere passive instrument.
In order to describe the work in
ness,

it

may

all its

detail

and complete-

members of

not be inappropriate to add here that the

the Senior Elective Division in

German have banded

into a club or Verein, the purpose of

a keener interest in

all

routine of study with a

that

is

which

is

German, and

twofold

:

themselves
to

promote

to brighten the dull

bond of good-fellowship.

The Verein

may now be said to be permanently organized.
To the literary part of these meetings each member

contrib-

upon the life and works of some prominent German
author.
During this present year the papers have all been
written and delivered in German.
Added to these more pretentious literary efforts is a constant inquiry into the manners and
utes a paper

customs of the German people.
This constitutes the work as arranged and carried out in the

department of German.
ever, a

need of extension

There remains

to be

mentioned, how-

in the course,

which

is

Faculty and students alike.

German

of science.

keenly

felt

by

I refer to a course in the technical

—

;

»

GERMAN
In the present active state of
particularly one

graduation

—

feels the

appeals

constant

who proposes
for

25

scientific research, the

advanced work

pursue

to

in

after

There are

need of specialized instruction.
courses

student

German both from

scientific

students and from the professors of the various departments of
science.

limited

But under the present conditions and with the present
Could the
teaching force the course is an impossibility.

department of German have the assistance of an instructor or

German

fellow, a course in technical

and

same time more

at the

could easily be arranged

careful instruction could be given in the

German is recognized
we will sooner or
and met by other institutions of our class
later be required to meet the demand in Bowdoin College.
elementary work.

The demand

for scientific

;
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Number of Pages Head.
Sophomores.

—

Term Grammar, Whitney's Compendious German Grammar.
II. Term — Baumbach's Der Schwiegersohn,
.40 pp.
(at sight) Grimm's Kinder-und Haus Maerchen,
30
Baumbach's Schwiegersohn,
III. Term
53
(at sight) Grimm's Kinder-und Haus Maerchen,
50
I.

.

—

.

Total,

...

173
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Juniors.
I.

Term— Schiller's

Wilhelm

Tell,

and III.

II.

.

176 pp.
65

.

.

Das Kalte Herz,

(at sight) Hauff's

"

.

Storm's Immensee,

Term— Goethe's

47

200

Faust,

(at sight)

"

Auerbach's Brigitta,

.

Arnold's Fritz auf'Ferien,
Total,

.

.112

."

.

40

...

640

Seniors.
I.

Term

— Exercises

in

Exercises

in

Thomas's Practical Grammar.
Von Jagemann's German Prose Composition.

Eng. German.

Study of Goethe's Faust.
—
—Von Jagemann's German Prose Composition.

Term
III. Term

II.

Critical

Essays

German

in

;

Physics and Astronomy

Sophomore Physics.

Conversation.

— Professor

—This

course

is

C. C. Hutohins.
the

elective for

first

and second terms, and during the past year has been taken by

As they have had

about forty-five students.
acquaintance with
It

is

it, it is

little

or no previous

necessary to consider them beginners.

the design of the course,

first,

body of the

to secure a

some
practical experience of the methods by which those facts and
principles are derived.
The body of fact can best be obtained by
use of the text-book
but as it is extremely difficult to find a book
most important

facts

and

principles,

and second,

to attain

;

suited to our purposes,

—

the lower grade books being too simple

and the university books too long and
accustomed

to give this part in the

dent keeps a neat note-book which

difficult,

form of

is

—

I have been

lectures.

Each

stu-

passed in for inspection.

Practical acquaintance with the subject

and methods

is

secured

by having each student perform a large number of experiments.
Nearly
the

all

of these are quantitative, that

is,

the experiment

form of a problem, the numerical answer

to

which

is

is

in

to be

found by aid of the apparatus put into the hands of the student.

Although the apparatus

is

simple, the results are in general quite

.

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
accurate,
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and the better the apparatus the greater the stimulus

to

do good work.

—

Junior Physics. The Junior course is an extension and conSome special subject, as electricity,
tinuation of the Sophomore.
is studied in an advanced book, and the laboratory work is with
and I believe the
refined instruments capable of great precision
Sometimes
training in pains-taking care is of the greatest value.
;

original

work has been undertaken with good

success.

8o2^homore Astronomy .—The last term of the year is given
Young's
It is elected by from forty to fifty men.
to astronomy.
Elements of Astronomy is used as text-book, and it can be finished

by numerous lancopied from the most recent astronomical drawings and

in the time allowed.

tern slides

The

subject

illustrated

is

photographs.

—

This is a continuation of the Junior
Junior Astronomy
physics.
The work is done in the observatory. The student
learns to use the sextant, transit, and equatorial, and to solve the

more common problems of

practical astronomy, such as arise in

connection with time, latitude, longitude, and others.

Chemistry and Mineralogy
The

— Professor

F. C. Robinson.

courses of study in these branches begin with the

first

term of Junior year and extend throughout the remainder of the
course.

They

are all elective.

forty-eight Juniors

and two

At

the beginning of this year

specials took the Junior course,

and

thirty-one Seniors and two specials, the Senior work.

In the Junior course the work was of the most elementary
character to begin with.

It consisted of lectures

and laboratory

work, so that besides the didactic instruction, each student became
practically familiar with chemical

At

the end of the

the

common

first

apparatus and manipulation.

term each student was expected to know

elements and their methods of forming compounds,

and the chemistry of common natural processes such as combustion, breathing, ventilation, etc.

During the second term study

.
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was made of

solutions, precipitation, crystallization,

aration of acids,

About

During the

last

chemical relations to

on the

life

sixteen exercises were given to organic chemistry.

term mineralogy was studied, especially from
Here,

chemical side.

Air and water were also

salts.

considered in their

carefully
earth.

and

bases,

and the prep-

also, the

work was

its

largely in the laboratory,

each student having actual specimens to determine and describe.

was insisted
from the rocks
It

also that each should collect the
in the

minerals

neighborhood.

In the Senior course, during the

was studied,

tive chemical analysis

make

common

first

term systematic qualita-

so that at

its

close each could

a complete, accurate analysis of any simple inorganic sub-

The

In the second term, organic analysis was studied.

stance.

occurrence, extraction, and testing of materials in

common

fruits

and grains was found out, and then the decomposition of these into
alcohols, ethers, etc.,

products were

was

seen.

In the third term, the coal tar

experimentally considered

The

first.

principal

and commercial products obtained
and many of them prepared. A few

colors, medicinal preparations,

from coal tar were

illustrated

weeks were then given

animal chemistry, and the composition

to

and analysis of various animal

tissues

and

fluids

were studied.

Those who contemplated the study of medicine were given

work which would
In

all

my

aid

them

in that line.

courses I have kept in

mind the

were getting general training and not

fact that the students

special, but

such a foundation in the sciences taught that
in

special

it

have tried

to lay

might be readily used

any special training which might afterwards be entered upon
I have been fortunate in having for an assistant Mr. Bert L.

Bryant,

who

has helped

students which

me

to give that individual attention to

good work. In addition to
conducting the classes we have investigated and published certain
actions of chemical agents upon infectious disease germs, and
is

shall continue the

so necessary for

work during

has been carried on in the
ing,

which has proved

all

the

coming year.

Mary Frances

All

my work

Searlcs science build-

that could be desired for such purpose.

GEOLOGY AND BIOLOGY
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Geology and Biology: Pkofessor L. A. Lee.
In both geology and biology the courses given are elective.

more important both
The attempt has been made to lay out the
in extent and value.
courses in such a manner as to constitute parts of a systematic
whole.
The first course is in botany, with the Sophomores in the
The number electing the course was fifty-one. This
third term.
introduction to biology is made botanical because of the compara-

Of

the two, the instruction in biology

tive ease with

that

is

the

which plants may be studied and

many who

elect the course

also for the. reason

have already had in the

fitting

some training in the systematic study of plants. Bessey's
More than oneEssentials of Botanv was used as a text-book.
half of the time was devoted to laboratory work.
For this, as
well as for recitation, the class was divided into two divisions.
schools

A

careful study of the cellular structure of plants

was followed by

an examination of typical forms, giving a comprehensive survey
of the vegetable kingdom.

During the first two terms of the Junior year animal biology
was taken up with a division numbering thirty-three. The textbooks employed were
for recitation, Hert wig's Principles of
Zoology, and for the laboratory, Dodge's Elements of Biology.
:

Here
tory.

as before fully one-half of the time

The work began with

frog as a typical animal.

a

was spent

in the labora-

somewhat thorough study of the

Afterwards the general

lines

of the

laboratory manual were followed, proceeding from the simple to
the complex forms of

The

life.

series studied included several

unicellular species, sponges, hydroids, star-fish, sea-urchin, earth-

worm, clam, and lobster, besides a few others less thoroughly
examined.
The third term of the Junior year was spent by the
same elective division in the study of human physiology. Instruction was given mostly by recitation from Huxley's Text-Book.
The course which runs through the whole of the Senior Year
is

a composite one, including anatomy, histology, and physiology,

the purpose of which

is

to prepare the student for the

study of medicine, or to

fit

him

subsequent

as a teacher of the biological
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sciences.

This course was elected by nineteen students.

Instruc-

was mostly given by laboratory methods, with frequent oral
and written tests. The principal work was done on the anatomy
of the cat, the embryology of the chick, and in elements of histion

tology, a brief time being devoted to bacteriology.

In

above the students made their own preparations.

were employed only
Seniors,

during the

Geology was used
field

of the

Text-books

to a limited extent.

In geology, instruction was given
thirty

all

LeConte's Elements of

term.

first

an elective division of

to

for recitation purposes

and a small amount of

work was required.

In connection with the above courses lectures have been given,
lantern slides exhibited,

performed whenever

demonstrations

seemed desirable.

it

The following shows a summary of
time required by each

made and experiments

the classes and the average

:

First Term.

30 Seniors

in

Geology, 4 hours per week.

19 Seniors

in

Anatomy,

33 Juniors

in Biology, 6

etc.,

8 hours per week.

hours per week.

Second Term.
18 Seniors

in

Anatomy,

33 Juniors

in

Biology, 6 hours per week.

etc.,

8 hours per week.

Third Term.
18 Seniors in Anatomy,

etc.,

8 hours per week.

29 Juniors in Physiology, 4 hours per week.
51 Sophomores in Botany, 10 hours per week.

English Literature
In English Literature
to the

—Professor

six courses

programme published

in

the

H. L. Chapman.

have been given according
course of study.

These

courses are so far connected that they cover, in a general way,
the history

of English literature, and yet they

distinct for a student to elect a single

one of them

are
if

sufficiently

he desires.

'
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ENGLISH LITERATURE

—

Course 1 Taken by forty-nine Seniors in the first term.
Lectures on early English literature from Crcdmon to Chaucer
In addition to the lectures, the poem of "Beowulf," the
inclusive.
"Vision of Piers Plowman," and the "Prologue" and the "Nun's
Priest's Tale" of Chaucer were read and commented on in the
class.

Course

2

—Taken by

fifty

Seniors in the second term.

Lect-

ures on the works of Lyly, Sidney, Spenser, Hooker, and Bacon,

The following
and on the early forms of the English drama.
plays of Shakespeare were read, and in the study of them Moulton's "

Shakespeare as a Dramatic, Artist

:

was used
'

as a text-

f

"Merchant of Venice," "Richard III.," Julius Caesar,"
"King Lear," "Macbeth," "Othello," and "The Tempest."

book

:

—

Course 3 Taken by fifty-two Seniors in the third term.
Lectures on the literature of the seventeenth century after 1625,
the periods of the Civil War and the Restoration.
The authors

Jeremy Taylor, Bunyan,

principally treated were

Sir

Thomas

Brown, Izaak Walton, Milton, and Dryden.
Course 4

—Taken by

fifty-five

Juniors in the

first

term. Prin-

cipally a lecture course

on the literature of the eighteenth century

Cowper.

In addition to the lectures the develop-

from Defoe

to

studied, with Phelps's " Beginnings of

ment of romanticism was
the Romantic Movement

in the

Eighteenth Century " as a text-

book.

—Taken

Course 5

A

combined course of

by

fifty-three Juniors in the

recitations, readings,

second term.

and lectures on the

poetry of the nineteenth century, special attention being o;iven to

Wordsworth, Browning, and Tennyson. Dawson's
'Makers of Modern English" was used as a text-book.

the works of

—

Course 6 Taken by fifty-two Juniors in the third term.
Lectures on the English prose authors, Lamb, De Quincey, Landor,
Macaulay, and Carlyle

;

and on the

rise of

and the most notable American authors.

American

literature,

.
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Elocution, English Composition, and Logic

:

Mr. Wilmot

B. Mitchell.
Elocution.

— The

course in Elocution

is

required during the

second and third terms of Freshman year.

term the

class

drill

;

in

declamations,

and the

the second

divided into four sections, each of which has

is

These exercises consist of informal

one exercise a week.
ures

During

and gesture; and short

articulation, intonation,

followed

by

by

both

criticism

During the

instructor.

lect-

third term,

the

students

longer

declama-

previously rehearsed to the instructor, are spoken before

tions,

the class.

This year there were twelve exercises for each of the four
sections of the class, during the

third term, ten

class

In

Freshmen, the instructor

and during the

:

and one hundred and

exercises

twenty-minute rehearsals.

second term

addition

to

this

trains the speakers for

fifty-six

work with the
the Sophomore

and the Junior Prize Declamations, the '68 Prize Contest, and

Commencement
English Composition.

—Rhetoric

fall

term.

The work

the principle that the

way

to learn to

mores, during: the

is

required of

in this course

write

is

to

all
is

Sopho-

based on

write.

The

show a thorough knowledge of
the text-book, Genung's '"Practical Rhetoric," and to make
rhetorical analyses of pieces of good literature, but also to write
students are required not only to

themes

in the class-room.

Besides this writing in the class-room, eleven themes, of not

than four hundred words

less

each,

are required

during the

Sophomore year, and eight during the first two terms of the
Junior year.
The themes for the winter term of those Juniors

who

take Political

Economy

are on economic

subjects

and are

read by the instructor in that department.
Subjects for themes are posted two weeks or more before the

themes are due.

The following

the nature of the subjects given,

list

for

October lo, 1896, shows

.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
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LOGIC

Juniors

Matthew Arnold,

I.

Man,

the

as

He Appears

in

His Letters.

Independence in Politics.

II.

The Lecture Method

III.

in College Instruction.

Sophomores.

The Brook Farm Experiment.
For Which Should We Vote, the Man or the Platform?
Do the Fraternities at Bowdoin Need Chapter-Houses?

I.

II.

III.

Every theme

a general criticism

and

carefully read, the mistakes are marked,

is

is

written on the outside.

The

instructor then

meets each man, hears him read his theme, points out the faults

and merits of

and

his writing, suo'o-ests better

methods of treatment,

lines of profitable reading.

During the

term there

fall

were forty-eight recitations

Rhetoric for each of the two divisions of the class
the year the instructor has read

;

in

and during

and returned nine hundred and

sixty-nine themes.

Logic.

—An

elective course

In

follows the Rhetoric.

'laboratory

method"

the text-book, Jevons

is
;

s

this

in

Logic

work, as

employed.

"Lessons

for

the winter

term

in that of Rhetoric, the

Besides a careful study of

in Logic," practice in debating

is

required of each student.

Three weeks before the debate the instructor appoints four
from each division of the

principal disputants

and with

men

pass in

arguments, together with carefully prepared

briefs.

their help chooses a question.

their written

Two

class,

weeks

later the

Before the debate the instructor meets each of the disputants,
discusses

the arguments, and criticises the briefs.

the briefs, these

men

then speak to the class.

The

Using only
other students

are expected to prepare themselves sufficiently to be able to

a brief argument.

After the debate the instructor

make

criticises

the

speaking.

This year fifty-one students took the course in Logic, and fortyfive exercises
3

were held

for each of the

two divisions of the

class.
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History and Political Science
The work

:

History and Political Science,

in

of which

all

England, based

offered a systematic course in the history of

The

throughout upon a text-book on which recitations are held.

amount of ground

to

be covered

is

In the Sophomore year there

elective, extends over three years.
is

Professor W, MacDonald.

so great that

is

any extended or

regular collateral reading; in connection with the course has been

found impracticable; eight or ten maps, however, are required

to

be drawn from memory, summaries of a number of important
historical

documents are dictated

informal lectures are

given

history, such as the Rise of the

to the class,

and about

on important topics

in

Wars

War, and

of Napoleon.

The work of

the Junior year

is

devoted to American history,
is

given by

supplemented by detailed study of important

historical

from the period of discovery
lectures,

European

Holy Roman Empire, the Crusades,

the Renaissance and Reformation, the Thirty Years'
the

fifteen

1861.

to

documents and a large amount of
are topical discussions,

Instruction

The

collateral reading.

and make no attempt

tion of events in chronological order

at a detailed narra-

for this last

;

lectures

purpose brief

text-books are used, portions being assigned from day to day, in

connection

with

the lectures and reading.

held, but there are frequent oral

discussions

work of

of selected

topics.

No

recitations

are

and written reviews, and informal

An

this course is the preparation

important feature

of the

of special reports.

Eight

topics for personal investigation are assigned to each student in

the course of the year, selected, as far as possible, so as to give

each

member

tical,

to

of the class a geographical, a biographical, a statis-

a documentary, and a political question, a question relating

the history of

affairs,

a particular state, one dealing with

and a constitutional question.

Each student makes a

thorough study of the history and literature of

embodies the results in a written report.

In

this

his topic,

way he

is

and

intro-

modern methods of historical investigation, and learns
compare authorities and combine material gathered from many

duced
to

foreign

to

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
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In the valuable material collected, as well as

sources.

in the

stimulus to the interest of the students themselves, the results so
far attained

Two

have been gratifying.

American Govern-

related courses of one term each, in

ment and Constitutional Law, are offered to Seniors. The one in
American Government is carried on by means of lectures, with
Bryce's "American Government," Vol. I., as a text-book, and
The course is not historical, but descriptive,
collateral reading.
and aims

to give a detailed account of the practical organization

and workings of government,
United States
to allow

While

at the present time.

much

seemed wise

local, state,

and national,

the time

is

in the

too limited

deviation from the general plan of the course,

to give,

it

has

during the past three years, slightly dispro-

portionate attention to municipal government and a study of recent
charters.

city

No

formal recitations

are

held,

but there are

occasional discussions of points raised in the lectures, and written

and oral examinations on both lectures and text-book.

The
in

Law

course in Constitutional

American Government, and

is

follows naturally the course

a systematic, though elementary,

discussion of the subject, with Cooley's
tional

Law"

sion, with a

statement of

The

Dispensing with

as a text-book.

of the text-book, the time

is

to

be

mere repetition

devoted to free and careful discus-

principle,

will

make

and

application

its

a set

work of

to

the United

of

concrete cases.
States

;

it

is

cases

obvious, however, that

the course in this direction must continue

greatly restricted until

the library facilities

of standard law books and collections of cases are
increased.

Supreme

more extended study of

possible a

than has been possible heretofore
the practical

all

view to making clear the meaning and force of a

recent purchase of

Court reports

'Principles of Constitu-

way
very much

in

the

)
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Economics and Sociology

:

Mr. L. W. Hatch.

In the department of Economics and Sociology, two courses,
one for Juniors, the other for Seniors, have been given each term

through the year,

the courses being elective.

all

The courses with
follows

may be summarized

the Senior Class

:

The Labor Problem.

1.

subjects studied include the

ment of the

growth of the labor

between labor and

relations

Sociology.

capital, origin of

Sociological theory.

"Principles."

modern

In connection
(Fall term.)

Careful study and dis-

system of sociology as

cussion of Giddings's

develop-

class,

with the last topic, socialism was briefly considered.
2.

The

Historical and theoretical.

conditions, present problems and their solution.

3.

as

set

forth

in

his

(Winter term.)

Pauperism and

Charities.

Theoretical and practical, cov-

ering the causes, individual and social, of poverty, and the proper

treatment of the dependent and defective classes.

For Juniors the

following; courses

Economics.

1.

principles of Political

have been oiven

Elementary course.

Economy.

(Spring term.)
:

Covered the general

(Fall term.)

Advanced course.
A study of the more
recent economic theories and modern economic problems, such as
2.

Economics.

speculation,

combination of capital, government ownership of

monopolies, profit-sharing,

two themes of not

less

etc.

In connection with

this course,

than eight hundred words were required

of each student upon assigned topics connected with the subjects
studied.
3.

(Winter term.

Money and Banking.

by the

historical

method.

The subjects were
The course reviews

currency in the United States,

studied chiefly
the

history of

with especial reference to the

bearings of experience upon monetary theory and present prob-

lems in

For

this
all

country.

(Spring term.)

courses the hours were four per week, thirteen weeks

in the fall, twelve in the winter,

and eight

for Seniors

and nine

POLITICAL ECOK0MY
for Juniors in the spring.
fifty

With
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a slight difference between terms,

Juniors and thirty-five Seniors have attended the courses

each term.

All the courses have been based on text-books, supplemented

The plan pur-

with lectures, and in some cases outside reading.

sued in class-room work has been to hold written quizzes every

month

or oftener, the aim being to secure greater freedom for

informal lectures and discussion in daily recitations.
that this

method

It is believed

best adapted to the nature of the subjects taught

is

in this department.

Philosophy
The course

:

President William

consists of a

DeW. Hyde.

term each in psychology, history of
Junior and Senior

philosophy, and ethics.

This course, like

courses,

has been taken, however, by the entire

elective.

is

It

all

Senior Class of 59, and by two special students, making 61 in

In the
the

work

fall

all.

term James's '"Psychology" was made the basis of

in psychology.

The

exercises with the class consist of

a brief period of recitation on the text-book, occupying on an

average about fifteen minutes

;

followed by an informal exposition

and discussion of the particular topic with which the lesson

deals.

Incidentally the application of psychological principles to habits

of study, methods of teaching, and the art of effective writing

and speaking
encouraged

is

pointed out, and the members of the class are

to bring in for discussion

problems of their own

to

which these principles apply.
In the winter term the course in the history of philosophy
based upon Weber's "History of Philosophy."
Descartes, Locke, and Berkeley are
the substance of these selections

the class in written form, and
discussion in the class.

course as this

is

is

read in

Selections from

the

library,

presented by each

made

is

and

member

of

the basis of exposition and

The immediate

result of so general a

not altogether satisfactory.

Still it

bread upon the waters, and the students will find
wider outlook and a deeper insight after

many

days.

it

is

casting

again in a
It is

some-

"
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made

thing to have

the acquaintance of the writers and problems

of metaphysics, even

if

the writers are very imperfectly appreciated,

more than stated. The outcome of such a
but a slightly
course is no very definite body of positive conviction
different way of looking at everything, and a wholesome distrust of
easy and traditional solutions of ultimate speculative problems.
and the problems are

little

;

In the spring term the class read representatives of the three
great types of ethical theory

and

T

Mill's

:

Kant's " Metaphysics of Morals

Utilitarianism," in copies furnished at the library;

and Mackenzie's "Manual of Ethics," which

The

of the class-room work.

of the term the outline of a thesis

which he

calls for a clear

is

to

in as the

fill

is

given to

At the beginning
each member of the

work progresses.

This outline

statement of the end, or supreme good, which the

student accepts, and a defence of

which he

used as the basis

doctrines of these three books in

turn are expounded and criticised in the class.

class,

is

rejects.

He

is

it

against the two other theories

of course at liberty to accept either of

the three theories, intuitionisin, hedonism, or idealism, and the
fact that the professor is

to

an adherent of the

have no more weight than attaches

The student

advance.

ethical concepts, right,

is

latter

view

to the reasons

expected

is

he

is

able to

then expected to define the fundamental

wrong, duty, virtue, freedom, law, moral

order, moral evolution, moral progress, in terms of the end which

he has accepted.

He

is

also

expected to discuss half a dozen

concrete cases of moral difficulty, three suggested by the professor and three chosen

by himself; and thus

to

show how he would

apply his ethical principle to the solution of the practical problems
of

life.

and then

The
is

during the

thesis

when completed

is first

read by the professor,

discussed with each student in individual appointments
last

two weeks of the term.

During these two weeks,

which are mainly occupied with the individual discussion of these
theses, the regular hours for class exercises are occupied with a

course of lectures which present in condensed and co-ordinated

form the chief points of the entire course, beginning with psychology and logic and ending with ethics and religion.

.
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Dr. F. N. Whittier.

:

As early as possible in the college year the Director of the
Gymnasium gave each member of the Freshman Class a thorough
medical and physical examination, and prescribed for each student

examined such a course of physical training

nesses or deformities

The Director

was given

weak-

to the correction of

shown by the examination.

of the

Gymnasium

also

gave the Freshman Class

This instruction was given by

instruction in Personal Hygiene.

and occupied one hour a week during the

lectures,

seemed best

In prescribing these courses of

suited to his individual needs.

training special attention

as

fall

term.

During the winter term each college class was required to
The
exercise four hours a week in the Sargent Gymnasium.
courses given consisted of class exercises and squad exercises.

For

the latter the classes were divided into several squads, each

under the direction of a student
four classes were as follows

Freshmen.

— Class

assistant.

The

courses for the

:

Indian-club

exercises,

swinging

squad

;

exercises, athletics

and heavy gymnastics, the former including

such exercises

jumping, hurdling, pole-vaulting, and

racing

;

as

relay

the latter including tumbling, exercises on horizontal and

parallel bars, rings, etc.

For

the squad exercises, the class

was

divided upon a basis of strength and activity into four divisions,

and the work carefully graded

Sophomores.

— Class

boxing; squad exercises,

— Class
broadswords squad
Seniors. — Class
Juniors.

;

to suit

exercises,
athletics,

exercises,

each division

dumb-bell movements, and

and wrestling.

fencing

with

single-sticks

and

exercises, athletics.
exercises, fencing with foils

;

squad exercises,

athletics.

Throughout the year the Director has endeavored
general oversight of the health of the students

;

to

to allow

keep a

no one to

undertake gymnastic or athletic work while physically unfit

when

possible

serious illness.

to

send to their homes

;

and

students threatened by
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THE NEW ATHLETIC FIELD.
During

the past year the department of physical training has

received an important addition in the

new

which

athletic field,

is

located just east of the old Delta, and only three minutes' walk

from Sargent Gymnasium.

The

field is

base-ball,

ball,

circular track,

about six acres in extent, giving room for foot-

and

track-athletics.

It contains

a quarter-mile

two hundred and twenty yard straight-away

a

jumping paths for the broad jump, high jump, and pole
vault, and circles for putting the shot and throwing the hammer.
The tracks and jumping paths are built of clay and cinders, and
The grand-stand, built on the
are protected by edgeboards.
Delta three years ago, has been moved to the new field and placed
track,

accommodate field-athletics, track- athletics,
The whole field has been inclosed by a
and base-ball.

in such a position as to
foot-ball,

high board fence.

The

cost of the field

is

$4,600, of which nearly $4,300 has

been paid by subscriptions received from alumni and friends of the
college, leaving a debt of $300, a part of

subscriptions.

The Treasurer

is

covered by unpaid

of the college, Ira P. Booker, Esq.,

receives all subscriptions for the field

The work

which

and audits the accounts.

of soliciting; funds and making; contracts for the

building of the field has been under the direction of the Athletic

The members

Field Committee.

of this committee are

:

Charles

T. Hawes, '76; Barrett Potter, '78; Frank X. Wintrier, '85;

W.

John C. Minot, '96.
The engineering work was done by John E. Burbank,
The contractor was William Muir, Jr., of Brunswick.

James

Crawford, '95

;

The Art Collections
Gifts.

—The

following objects

Charles

:

'96.

Professor Henry Johnson.

college has received during the current year the
:

Edward

Allen, Esq., of the Class of 1835, late of

Boston, has bequeathed a portrait of the Rev. Dr. James McSparran, rector of St. Paul's, Narragansett,

Rhode

Island, and an

'

ART COLLECTIONS
ancestor of the donor.

and

is

The painting

in fine preservation

;

it is

kins's " Cyclopasdia of Painters

is
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work of John Smibert,
to in Champlin and Per-

the

referred

and Paintings,*' Vol. IV., page 192.

drawn to the fact that the college already possesses
in the Bowdoin Drawings three examples of Smibert's work.
Captain William Flye of the Class of 1835, of Topsham,
who was present at the historic sea-fight of the Monitor and the
Attention

is

Merrimac, has presented to the college a

set of

china-ware, six

pieces, a part of the original furnishings of the Monitor.

George Warren Hammond, Esq., of Yarmouth ville, has presented

to

the

college

a fine

prehistoric ages, including,

collection

among

lake-dwellings of Switzerland, from

of implements of the

others,

specimens from the

Denmark, and from our own

continent.

Mrs. Spring of Portland has presented

in

memory

of her

husband, Eliphalet Greely Spring of the Class of 1880, a

fine

copy of Giulio Romano's "Dance of the Muses," from the original
in the Pitti Palace, in Florence,

and a bronze

cast,

reduced, of

Emperor Augustus.
The Misses Walker have added to their previous benefactions
gift of the following objects
a mahogany chair, which formed

the statue of the

the

:

part of his office furniture during the entire business career of

Wheeler Walker, Esq. a mahogany desk,
formerly owned and used by Hawthorne during his residence in
Salem, and an original Chippendale stand in faultless condition.

their uncle, Theophilus

;

L oans.
Mrs.

Wade

of Bath has added to the works of art compris-

ing the Levi C.

Wade

Collection, formed

in

memory

of her

husband, numerous pieces of the choicest European workmanship.

The

porcelain manufactories of Dresden, Vienna, and Sevres are

represented by uniformly excellent, and in some cases very rare,

Mention should be made of a Russian glass vase
from the imperial manufactory in the time of Alexander HI.
also of a marble bust by the sculptor, Randolph Rogers, of a
specimens.

;
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child's

The Levi C. Wade Col-

head, symbolizing immortality.

lection

is

exhibited in the

Boyd

Gallery, of which

it

forms a

distinguished ornament.

Hon. Harold M. Sewall of Bath has loaned to the college the
extensive and valuable series of Polynesian weapons and other
objects of native workmanship, brought together by him during
The articles are exhibited on the northern
his stay at Samoa.
wall of the Boyd Gallery.
Mr. Sewall has also loaned to the
college a very valuable lacquered statue of Buddha, procured in
Japan.

The Walker Art Building has been open

for the usual stated

time, about four hours daily, throughout the year.

much

never been as
present.

interest manifested

There has

in the collections as at

This has been shown by the number of visitors and the

character of inquiries on the part of institutions and persons at a

The vearlv additions to the
growing fast in number and value. The
distance.

for rendering services to its

there shall be founded at

facilities

collections

are

of the college

undergraduates are unusually great

in the line of aesthetic culture, but certain

erations deserve immediate

college

attention.

Bowdoin a

minor practical consid-

Pending the time when
lectureship, at least, of the

History of Art, the private study of the original works that

we

already have would be greatly furthered by access to good photo-

graphs of other works of the same

This should be done

artists.

as far as such reproductions can be procured, to be put in reach

of the student in this building.

be a

gift of

Any

part of such a series would

immediate and permanent usefulness.

It is

perhaps

not superfluous to observe that the library and the art collections

have

this in

common,

that their resources are available in propor-

tion to the degree of

As

study of them.

is

knowledge or

intelligence brought to the

the case with the books collected in the

library, so, to

some degree, with works of

to their study

is

sum

of great service.

art, a

The most

teacher or guide

useful gift of a small

or of a large fund in the interest of art in the college to-day,

would be devoted

to the

purchase of reproductions of the great
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works of

by photography, by casts
bronze, or by illustrated monographs and other

art in the world, principally

in plaster or in

books.

The College Library: Geo.
The number of volumes now in
books belonging

to the

T. Little, Librarian.

the library, inclusive of 3,600

Medical School,

60,259.

is

by binding

at

;

and pamphlets, and 899 were presented by

periodicals

Among

various donors.

which the college received from
over

100

pamphlets, and

The

newspapers.

may

the gifts

his private library

of

files

my

in

last report,

menting the college collection
the

religious

of

1834, by

250 volumes,

and anti-slavery

private library of another honored graduate,

Rev. Dr. Stone of the Class of

acknowledged

be mentioned the bequest

Henry T. Cheever, D.D., Class

of the late Rev.

acces-

months have been 2,090 of these, 982
an average cost of $1.60; 209 were obtained

sions for the last twelve

were purchased

The

1820, the

gift

of which

was

has proved of value in supple-

in the

departments of religion and

The Misses Swan of Portland have presented
and biographical works of value.
Rev. Edward

classics.

historical

C. Guild has added several volumes to the collection illustrative
of

German

dialects

From

by him.

previously presented

Rev. E. C. B. Hallam, A.M., a missionary

the

in India, the library

has received complete editions of the Mahabharata, both in the
original

and

in

an English translation, together with

translations of the

cable to specify

Hymns

them

in

of the Yedas.
this

report,

welcome are the many individual

While

none the

gifts received

it

less

is

Griffith's

impracti-

valued and

from alumni and

friends during the year.

Among
sixty-five

matical

may be mentioned one hundred and
recent German literature, Cayley's Mathe-

the purchases

volumes

in

Papers, Thwaites's Jesuit Relations, Warner's World's

Best Literature, Massachusetts Soldiers and Sailors of the American Revolution, Muther's
Ricci's Correggio,

Modern

Painting, Michel's Rembrandt,

and Woltmann's History of Ancient Painting.
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CIRCULATION.

The

number of volumes loaned has been 8,447, a
marked increase over that of last year.
Only one student
failed to use the library in this way, while rarely a week passes
total

without books being sent to borrowers in different parts of the

Many

state.

who

those

serviceable volumes are thus placed in the hands of

could not otherwise obtain them, while the cost of

transportation,
trivial

which

and excessive use of

extended only to those
ever

is

met by the borrower, prevents

is

who

this

are

privilege.

known

It

is,

alike

of course,

to be responsible for

what-

loaned them.

EXPENDITURES.

The itemized
classified in the

bills

on

file

roughly

at the Treasurer's office are

following statement, to show the character of the

expenditures and the sources of the library's income

:

EXPENDITURES.

RECEIPTS.
Appropriation,

$1 ,500

Books,

$1,570

Appropriation- for Shelvir g>

300

Binding,

210

Bond Fund,

410

Periodicals,

187

Sibley Fund,

145

Transportation,

General Library Fund,

165

Library Supplies,

320

81

Shelving,

52

Cataloguing,

340
210

l

Smyth Fund,
Ayer Fund,
Sherman Fund,

76

50
$2,913

210

Sale of Duplicates,

,913

The item of cataloguing appears
list

of

expenditures.

for the first time in this

Extra assistance

in this

department has

been made necessary, partly by the unusual number of volumes
received in 1896, partly by the embarrassment
lack of

Adams

room

for

our

accessions.

resulting from

The removal of books

to

Hall, and the culling out of duplicates to provide shelf

room for the growth of portions of the library that could not be
moved, have not only taxed the thought and energy of the librarian and the assistant librarian, but diverted their time

from the
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The

usual routine of library administration.

entire cost, however,

of this extra assistance has been defrayed from the sale of dupli-

and college publications.

cates

GIFT
It

is

with great pleasure that a formal report

one of the largest,
library.

FROM THE WALKER ESTATE.

if

is

now made

not the largest, gift ever bestowed upon the

In October, 1896, Hon. James P. Baxter, Hon. Seth

L. Larrabee, and John P. Fogg, Esq., trustees under the
Joseph Walker,
the

of

benefit

will of

late of Portland, transferred to the college, for

of the

library,

securities

listed

by them

eight

at

thousand dollars, and affording at that time an annual income of

two hundred and fortv

dollars.

ROOM FOR GROWTH.
The

librarian

must again

call attention to the lack

of

room

the Chapel building for the further growth of the library.

in

He

has nothing to add to the facts presented in the report of the
Special Committee of the Boards

made

last

Commencement, but

earnestly requests further consideration of these facts.

In accordance with the President's request, to the usual report

which precedes, a detailed statement
librarian, his assistant,

and

is

added of the work of the

six student helpers,

who each work

twelve hours a week during term time.

WORK OF THE COLLEGE LIBRARY.
The

college

library strives

activity of every student

The accomplishment of

aid the

to

and teacher connected with the
this ideal is

few can be well omitted

done by the librarian and

life

and

institution.

dependent upon the continuous

and systematic performance of certain
are,

intellectual

details.

in giving

Numerous

as these

an account of the work

some seem trivial, it
should be remembered that experience has shown that no one of
these can be safely omitted, and that the least demands during a

year

many

his assistants.

If

hours of labor.

The most obvious duty
the library books.

is

that incident to the circulation of

Free access

is

allowed to

all

parts of the
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and

library,

fully one-half the

books loaned are brought

Here

charging desk by the borrower.
attendant for each book, giving
title.

These

slips,

its

a slip

is

made

mark and

class

to the

out by the

abbreviated

its

having been signed by the borrower, are

stamped, sorted by dates and class marks, and preserved until the

This account with the individual book

return of the volumes.

enables the attendant to ascertain

who has

a volume not on the

how long he is entitled to it, and to enter upon its slip a
memorandum that upon its return it is to be reserved for the
shelf,

person making inquiry.

books

at a time,

Borrowers are allowed

and consequently a ledger account

is

kept with

Every year a volume

each person using the library.

with the entries posted from the

amount during

have three

to

slips

filled

is

described above, which

To prevent

that period to nearly nine thousand.

books being retained through inadvertence longer than the time
allowed, postal-card notices are sent to borrowers a day or two

The

some to wait for
such notice before returning books is common enough to require
The charge of
the sending of one thousand notices each year.
the circulation occupies the major portion of the time of two
The librarian
student attendants, working twelve hours a week.
has general oversight and attends to cases where the postal-card
before their books

notification

thirty

become due.

These require on an average about

neglected.

is

personal

letters

habit of

or interviews a year.

postal cards used in notices

is

The

cost of the

The

defrayed by the fines collected.

replacement on the shelves of the books that have been returned
is,

owing

task.

to the

arrangement of the library rooms, a considerable

It occupies the

The loaning

time of one student assistant.

of a book

is

the simplest operation connected

with the administration of the library.

book

in

an order

the library
slip

book desired

is

The placing of

one of the most complex.

with the author,
is first filled

title,

out, either

publisher,

new

If purchased,

and price of the

by the person recommending

more frequently, by the librarian.
tained whether the book is not already in the
the book, or,

a

It

is

then ascer-

library or

among
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In a collection of 60,000 volumes, to which

outstanding orders.

2,000 are annually added,

unwise

it is

to trust one's recollection

The question of the
considered.
If recommended

except in case of the most recent books.

purchase has then to be carefully

by a professor, who wishes

to

refer his classes to

student

who

desires

interest,

it is,

with rare exceptions, ordered at

generally the case,

its

it

or by a

it,

up some subject of
once
if, as is more

assistance in looking

;

belongs to that larger class of desirable

books which the library ought to have,

it is

allowed to wait until

number of order slips have accumulated. These
are then sorted and ordered, if means will allow, of our respective
agents in Boston, London, Paris, and Leipsic, according to the
a considerable

To

nationality of the publishers.

secure the entry of foreign

books free of duty, the librarian must appear before a notary
public and

make oath

to the truth of the statement that

is

presented

with each shipment received at the custom-house.

The books themselves, when
invoice,

compared with the
and stamped with an engrossing stamp on the title-page and

one other page, selected so as

A

received, are

to be a private

mark of ownership.

showing the fund from which

book-plate,

pasted in the proper place, and a label
a book number.

is

it

is

bought,

is

put upon the back for

Its leaves are then carefully cut, for all

English

and an increasing number of American books are published with
These mechanical processes average five
untrimmed edges.
minutes for each of the 2,000 books added, and nearly half as

much

for each of the

received, and
assistant

The

were

1,000 numbers of

and magazines

would consume two-thirds the time of a student
it

practicable to assign all of

assistant librarian

accessions,

serials

and catalogues

now
it.

to

one person.

takes charge of the book, classifies,

The

first is

infrequently, a time-consuming process.

upon

it

an important, and, not

The

efficiency of the

good judgment shown in keeping
similar books together.
To decide upon the proper place for a
book by the table of contents and a glance over its pages is some-

library depends largely

times as hazardous as

it is

the

necessary.

In

all

doubtful cases the
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aid of the librarian

Faculty

is

and occasionally that of other members of the

sought.

Accessioning consists of writing in a properly-ruled book the
location, the author,

is

title

name of

of each volume, with

its

place and

number of pages, size,
and any remarks respecting it. The accession book

date of publication,
source, cost,

and

publisher,

one of the most important records, and shows as far as possible

the history of each
librarian

book added

assumed charge of the

ing 5,000 books, have been

The cataloguing of

Since the present

to the library.

library, five volumes, each record-,

filled.

the

book

This

follows.

task which requires training, experience, and

with several languages.

Its difficulties

is

a technical

some acquaintance

and importance increase

They cannot be even
without occupying more space than is at my

with the size of the library.

stated intelli-

gibly

disposal.

In

the opinion of a prominent librarian of long experience, the proper

of our annual

.cataloguing

inevitable corrections
is

accessions, with

the

incidental

and

and improvement of our existing catalogue,

a sufficient task for

all

the time of one person

who could

easily

command a salary of eight or ten hundred dollars.
One more operation is necessary before the book is placed on
the shelves devoted to new books and is ready for circulation.
It

is

The

shelf-listed.

shelf-list is

a brief catalogue of the library,

kept upon sheets, in which each volume
in

which

it

stands

subjects, this

is

upon the

shelf.

As

is

recorded in the order

the shelf arrangement

also a subject catalogue.

It

which losses and deficiencies may be easily
annual examination of the library

is

is

by

means by
detected, when the

is

the only

made.

The care of the card catalogue, which consists in placing the
new cards made by the cataloguer in their proper alphabetical
arrangement and the removal of old cards for changes rendered
necessary by the increase of series, alterations in the names of
societies or institutions,

and the revision of bibliographical guides,

consumes half an hour each day on an average.

number of changes

in the card catalogue

and

To

lessen the

to verify the receipt
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at the

proper time of the numerous periodical publications, a

"serial

book"

book

is

This

also kept.

is

of the nature of an accession

for pamphlets.

The preparation of books

for the binders, the decision as to

the style of binding, the lettering and the incidental correspond-

ence

is

a matter of importance that in the case of even a few

hundred volumes consumes much time.

An

examination of the reports of the

years shows

last five

Most

that nearly one-half our accessions have been presented.

of these gifts have come without the slightest solicitation, but a
considerable

number

attention

to

the

library.

The obtaining of

little

are

occasioned by personal letters calling

usefulness of the volume in question to
this

this

no

class of accessions requires

thought and attention, since the application, especially in the

must be made

case of state documents,

The

being distributed:

at the time the edition

is

other class of gifts are as welcome as

important, and yet the separation from them of duplicates and the
disposal of the latter

by exchange occupies more time than the

purchase of the same number of volumes.

The most difficult part of
when the books are procured,
the shelves, though

his personal responsibility

The

still

remains

and placed upon

fully catalogued,

cease at this point in great measure.

demands

work

the librarian's

may

be said to

ideal of the library

that these books be used by the students.

of the few good novels annually added there

is

In the case

no trouble.

In

case of standard works of literature and certain valuable reference

books the use

is

not as great as

natural, normal way,

He

is

it

should be.

To

increase

it

in a

the problem always before the librarian.

has of course the aid of the instructors, whose words and sug-

gestions effect

much.

public attention

is

He

posts

lists

especially called.

of books on subjects to which

He

has had informal talks

with students on the use of books, and hopes in the future to

resume the formal instruction

in bibliography

which was discon-

tinued a few years since by the pressure of other work.
of

all,
4

however, dependence

is

Most

placed upon the studied endeavor
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to

encourage inquiries and to so answer them that not only the

information desired, but also the method of obtaining
evident.

It

is

a lamentable fact that those

library least, often

to
is

some

away disappointed.

instructors to set

force reliance

may

hand the

the other

aside books for the

already

and therefore they

special use,

On

be

frequent the

demand when they do come, information

digested, so to speak, for

often go

who

it,

practice of

of their classes and

use

upon these rather than upon the text-book,

rapidly cultivating the ability to collect facts from different

compare varying statements, and,

authorities, to

make

in a

word,

to

some degree a master of books.

the student in

rt

This practice of

reserving books," as

it is

called, adds

much

labor to the administration of the library through the necessity of
distinguishing each volume from books that can circulate,' and of

checking their remarkable tendency to disappear when most needed.

OTHER DUTIES.
The circumstance

that the librarian

was

for over twelve years

secretary of the Faculty, and the constant endeavor to
library a

common

make

the

centre forstudents and instructors, have brought

it

a considerable share of the administrative work of the institu-

tion.

All college correspondence not directed to some particular

to

person or department

is

The sched-

received and answered here.

ules of recitation, the college regulations, the annual catalogues,

and the President's reports are distributed from the

printing of these, and also of most college blanks,

supervision of the librarian,

and the

clerical

The

library.
is

under the

work involved

in

mailing the regular publications would occupy at least one-fourth
the time of one student assistant.

The

library, furthermore,

is

one

of the departments through which the college endeavors to keep in

touch with

alumni.

its

Biographical collections respecting them

are made, the annual obituary record, a pamphlet of fifty octavo

pages,

is

compiled, and

Association
in this

is

done

all

the clerical

in the library.

work of

To

the General

the various duties indicated

paragraph and not directly connected with

the librarian

is

Alumni

his library

obliged to give over one-fourth of his time.

work,

